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theodice theopath theocrat 

then told of being 
with value 

an home were it yurt or other 
maslow etcetera etcetera 
a promise and 
a language inwhich symbolic forms inwhich expression 

and a warehouse for old material culture with a cabinet of curiosities near though not 
obstructing the front door 

the clouds 
are different today 
whispy 
a variety of whispy 
unlike yesterday's variety 

superstition explains the unexplainable 
and 
darkness like death on a friday of the thirteenth day of the month 
and 
irrational response to thunder say war 

and 
myth 
folklore 
verbal culture verbal stories told generation to the next 
will or will not become campfire ritual 
will or will not become a living room gathering eventual a brick facility 
church 
ritual 

symbols 

value is what I say it is indeed 
and were there value to communal value and were there value to collective value 

monologia 
and a garden 
and a fence 
and a vote 
and a writing instrument 

dialogia 
and an others 
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turtle 

the shell 
on the ground 
as a child 

the sunbleached turtle shell 
white 

nor turtle attached 

too small to be an hat 

nor smelled as dead turtle 

at home upon my dresser 
the textured exterior 
of diamonds and the crown of the shell an octagon 
the shell edge a rectangles 
all sunbleached white bone 

the interior a ridges where a vertebrae would connect 
as well a sunbleached white 

a small turtle 
perhaps a box turtle variety found in pet stores 
though natural 
as found in the outdoors 
where other such turtles exist 
likely a vegetarian as a lettuce eating box turtle 
a small snapping turtle perhaps 

perhaps show and tell at school 

nineteen seventy seven 
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matrilineal patrilineal 

the family tree 

squares males 

circles females 

the top were an eldest ascendants a male a female 

from the eldest couple 

from the male 

all of their children 

were there four males and one female 

four squares and one circle as representative 

i.e. 

were one male to procreatively marry 

a circle is drawn next to the husband 

and a three children they have as a following generation 

two circles and a square and 

the square procreatively marries 

were represented with a circle next to his square 

and their two children a male and a female 

represented with a square and a circle 

lines descend from the eldest male to every male descendent 

i.e. 

five generations follow a line from the eldest male 

to the next generation male(s) 

to the next generation male(s) 
[cont] 
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[cont] 

to the next generation male(s) 

to the next generation male(s) 

represented by descending vertical lines on an anthropological lineage chart as 
researched and documented 

e.g. 

patrilineal were a culture's own consideration implicitly explicitly and documented in a 
patrilineal family tree 

matrilineal family tree 

matrilineal were a culture's consideration implicitly explicitly and documented in a 
matrilineal family tree 

the female represented as circle for documentative purposes marries a male represented as 
mentioned previous patrilineal family tree 

from an eldest known female 

lines are descending vertical lines on the lineage chart 

from female 

to daughter 

and to her daughter 

and to her daughter 

procreative husbands may be mentioned on a matrilineal lineage chart as squares though no 
descendent generational vertical lines would appear on a lineage chart 

as to be remembered the following generation 

re: 

names 

patrilineal names follow a male lineage 

matrilineal names follow a female lineage 
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olympics two thousand and twenty one 

tokyo 

images of city 

athletes 

journalism no spectators 

television 

opening ceremonies flags a teams parade the four hundred meter track every participating 
nation in the world 

television 

greece is somehow relevant 

an idea of sport 

an idea of competition 

the archer 

the runner 

man 

woman 

in the original olympics competed without clothing 

japan is a nation known for hunting whales 

the swimmer 

the bicyclist 

the runner 

 the stopwatch 
 [start] 
 old fashioned stainless steel a metaled winding button with a small hoop for 
  a shoelace neckstrap 
  a reset button 
 four hundred meters around the curve 
 the line 
 [stop] 
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when did I learn how to count to one 

I took a life at age eight I shot a red winged blackbird with a bb gun 

aside the numbers introduced in kindergarten at age five 

only one one 
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year forty one in a desert 

the suntan may stay 

the feet calluses go away 

the open mind may have questions having seen a particular nature 

year forty one in a cornfield 

having evaded a farmer 

a mind of evasion 

a heavy midsection for eating starch for forty years though the winters 

a climb over the barbed wire fence a walk across the county highway to the store to buy 
new boots 

the open mind may have questions having seen a particular nature 

hardship and nature 

is to say the two year store of canned goods may be 'fifo'ed' [first in first out'ed] in 
one year 

the drought 

year forty one of hardship 

the two helium balloons will be returned with a smile 

the open mind may have questions having seen a particular nature 
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time moves forward carries the past 

I plan to visit a deciduous forest in october 

the leaves to auburn to red 

as all octobers 

the leaves I know become brown and fall to the earth 

one year after another 

another layer 

turning to fertilizer one year upon the last 

a seeds fall among the layered ground 

are covered and in a spring sprout and become 

a new tree 

and healthied soil 

a walnut tree may survive four hundred growing seasons 

become a trunk and branches 

for animal wildlife 

eventually rot and fall sideways decompose among leaves 

itself 

a walk 

nor trail 

the light through the changes fluttering in a breeze 

a long walk 

a natural fiber sweater 

the leaves will be gone soon 

and the snow 
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hardship 

the observance of death and thereafter 

without representative currency to purchase bread 

and time is a sentiment 
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ordained 

served 
retired 
artist 

nun 

_ 
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that I define metaphysics 

that we share experientially 
understood 
a sunrise 
and a ground 
a fresh air appreciated 

having been born and 
with or without a consideration of an expectation of death 

an ontogeny 

that I define metaphysics 

nor a consideration of logic 

and notice 
that which is affective 
that which is aesthetic and with color and with sensation 
 the cold 
 air 
 the cold 
 creek 

and notice 
say value 
the wildflowers 

and it were what were permanence 

that I define metaphysics 

and to say a local environment 
and to say experience 
and to say literature 

an expansion to an ontogenic ideology upon which 

such ideology is developmental 
throughout a lifetime 

that I define metaphysics 

were a definition physical and without social consideration say 
nor live among only though 
act among 

say philosophy as exposure [question] 
say religion [question] 
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diatribe 

no complaint 
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plucking pronouns 

upon an imposition of plural meaning that 

[I] 

is a name and 

all of those using the word [I] in daily language could be clustered as the [I]s 

further 

[he] and those males identified as males as a group may be considered [he]s 

further 

[she] and those females identified as females as a group may be considered [she]s 

further 

[he] called [He] and being a [he] may be considered among [He]s were there more than one 
[He] 

[she] called [She] and being a [she] may be considered among [She]s were there more than 
one [She] 

[we] were a group of canoe-ists and among a [thou] listeners refer to the group canoeing 
as [we] had a good time [I] can say at least [I] had a good time nor say [I]s had a good 
time nor say [we]s had a good time as [we] is naturally linguistically plural 

on the mention of [thou] were a several [thou]s as book clubs reading a book by the 
author having written a book on the subject of conoeing 

[subject] is not a pronoun though variable perhaps for lack of better designation 

a library has many [subject]s represented on [it]s shelves 

[it] is a pronoun 

may indicate colloquial and or lesser vernacular and or degenerative language within a 
spoken sentence as being an object of language not particularly defined though perhaps 
communicative among those intending to communicate 

plucking pronouns 

[I] as a single individual having written many books and having read literature aloud to 
an audience and participated in writing groups and book groups and formal education keep 
my pronouns 

[pronoun] is a variable noun though not a pronoun actual as a formal grammar mention 
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summer chairlift 

still 

and a wind a sway the chairs 

fifty feet above the ground 

quiet 

and the top a view an horizoned hills 

green for the season 

the top hut and a lovely bench onwhich to write 

trees behind 

a sound of small animals 

the hike 

and three stops to catch my breath and look 

down 

hill 

a blue run when there is snow 

now mowed 

no one in sight though a distant tractor sounds for civilization 

three person chairs 

the old type of chairs were two person chairs with no retaining bar though 

the three person chairs hanging presently could be 

reupholstered 

the vertical poles supporting the cable seem to be in good painted condition 

the top hut could be restained 

snow report: pleasant eighty degrees wind five miles per hour from the east 
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standing around and a six pack 

after dark 

and the ten of us 

a six pack 

a city park with playground equipment 

a three story rocket climb inside a ladder to the second story a ladder to 

the third story with an hole nearly too narrow to 

climb the ladder through and atop the rocket 

the four foot tall galvanized slatted capsule atop 

with respectable view 

a kiss 

the ten of us five high school students five girls and five boys 

the playground equipment 

swings and merry go round and jungle gym 

a clove cigarette 

to hold atween my small finger and a ring finger 

the other hand index finger to cover the end of the clove holding hand 

hanging out and a shared beer 

then boredom 

shall we go sit at the little league field 

in your parents' mustang 
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McGaugh's Newsstand 

had tobacco 

and my first purchased pipe a bent briar 

afore I knew how to smoke 

afore I worked with a gentleman who smoked borkum riff a year after 

the same gentleman who told me to use the pipecleaners with bristles to clean my pipe 

purchased a package of pipe tobacco that would smell good 

likely cherry or whiskey 

had magazines a wall rack I recall jennifer aniston on a cover on her stomach 

nude 

a standard newsstand magazine rack 

had a center consumed with shelves of books 

a corner old downtown 

masonry old stone 

a corner old newsstand 

the intersection 

a monte vista hotel with a bar with bands and rooms above with no bathrooms and 

a rooftop five floors above the city do not get caught and 

a diner 

a babbitt's department store became a babbit's outdoor store became a mountain sports 
outdoor store later to relocate to the green tree three shopping center near the green 
tree three theatre near the funway freeway arcade near the buster's restaurant near the 
swensen's ice cream parlor near the six dollar haircut place near duck's books near the 
coffee shop where I purchased professor doctor a keith carreiro's folk music compact disc 
who I had previously heard play at the main street tavern and had in class re education 
philosophy mountain sports became the edge outdoor store 

until the time I departed the city 

had a restaurant west of McGaugh's Newsstand the other side of san francisco street 

one block in and one block from route sixty six 

flagstaff arizona 
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rosary 

age eleven san javier del bac mission what is now southern arizona a finger rosary 
stainless steel I carried in my velcro wallet until age sixteen 

age thirty eight university of notre dame book store south bend indiana a finger rosary 
gold metallurgical substance over stainless steel I lost and returned a month later to 
the university of notre dame book store to purchase another finger rosary the same 

age thirty eight university of notre dame book store south bend indiana a finger rosary 
stainless steel I included as the cross in a beaded rosary strand ie the fifty mysteries 
full rosary 

age thirty nine I beaded a wooded beaded rosary with a silver cross with no hole 

age thirty nine a rosary box from sinsinawa mound wisconsin contained the rosary 
mentioned previously and both were blessed 

age fifty a restored wooded beaded rosary with wire atween beads and cross missing that 
yet needs to be blessed 

age fifty one the saint josephat basilica in milwaukee gift shop a finger rosary 
stainless steel 

age fifty one etsy dot com a gold ring rosary with ten diamonds and a cross of diamonds 

age forty five I have three plastic rosaries one of which is from the cathedral of the 
plains in kansas 
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colored pencil 

I prefer cray pas 

vibrant 

and charcoal for its gradations of black 

and of the philosophies of winter 

that which is vibrant 

and sharp 

that which is dark and steam city streets as quiet people walk past thinking and 

wearing wool 

and of the philosophies of discontent 

them having acquired 

them having resolved to acquire 

them having decided 

and of the philosophies of art 

were a spent time 

were a spended time 

were a frame were frame or no 

were completion completion 

and of the philosophies of penmanship 

I choose two perhaps three 

letters cursive letters capital letters 

decidedly applied 

colored pencil 

audubon perhaps the field 

pen and ink 

calligraphy as well 
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the instrument 

the pen the axe the laser pointer the brush the antennae the hammer the one held in the 
hand the birdfeeder hook the fireplace poker the cloudseeder airplane for the rain the 
aircraft carrier for war the fishing pole the bicycle pump the watch the timepiece the 
barometer the thermometer the speedometer the tachometer the umbrella the computer the 
calculator the calendar the guitar the piano the harmonica the readable instruments the 
observable interpretable instruments the cash register the typewriter 

the ends of an application of an instrument are no instrument were they originally 
considered the ends of the application of the original instrument 

and may be otherwise an instrument applied originally 

the conceptual instrument the graduate records exam 

the conceptual instrument the blue book exam the mid term 

the conceptual instrument the interview questionnaire 

the printer the soupcan can opener the soupspoon the pocket knife the knife sharpener the 
needle the bobbin the microfiche reader the key 

the instrument of affection 

the ring the rose the gauze overswimsuit beach dress the poem the valentine the picnic 
the introduction the song the book recommendation the walk the drive the breakfast at 
home the slow morning the memory box the locket the candle the semiformal evening out 

the stapler the latch the handle the wooden tongue depressor the flashlight the harp the 
pitchfork the scissors the paperclip the metal detector the ladder the data collection 
sheet the litmus paper the lens paper the microscope the telescope the magnifying glass 
the paper fan the telephone the hemlock 

the language the parts of language the vocabulary the grammar the letters the words the 
dictionary 

the blueprint 

the backhoe the shovel the tamper the rebar the pliers the cement truck the installed 
elevator 

the food a la carte truck 

the thermostat the checkbook the backpack the lamp the canoe the board game the table the 
1040ez federal tax schedule the bookbinding machine the infrared glasses the fingernail 
clippers the drums the art the straw broom the garden hose the water meter 

a tree is no instrument for fruit a bee is no instrument for flower pollination a bee 
exists unto itself 

money is no instrument 
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a consideration of girl 
a consideration of woman 

puberty a differentiating line 

age eighteen a legal line 

of immediacy girl into woman 

a question of body 

by the girl 

a question of body 

by society 

I [a male] watched a young girl my own age in first grade and considered her attractive 

flirted through fifth grade and kissed a girl underwater the summer after 

was my first kiss in seventh grade at a school dance after flirting the week prior 

open mouth kiss no tongue 

and a girl asked me to a dance in ninth grade though we did not open mouth kiss nor kiss 

and I touched a breast in tenth grade 

an innocent date as a senior in high school 

an innocent date as a senior in high school 

an innocent date as a senior in high school 

and then I turned eighteen 

_ 

a thought I did not invent: 

a female controls the idea of procreativity 

a male controls the idea of procreativity 
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planet news 

op ed 
whether skateboarding should be an olympic sport 
no 
because skateboarders should be allowed their own sport 

gymnasts are short 

coronavirus delta strain on the news compared to chicken pox by savannah guthrie of nbc 
today show shingles from what I have read has a similar viral origin as that of chicken 
pox though shingles presents as red polka dots about a zero to five year old child while 
shingles presents as a rash later in life as a red rash and I as well read shingles is 
very painful and may last a month if not permanent ongoing daily medication may be 
required the chicken pox which is overcome by the five year old child is still present in 
the child's body and may be cause for shingles at age fifty five [eg] 

no bookstore or library poetry readings locally 

the cost of eighteen large grade a eggs was one dollar and seventy five cents at an iowa 
owned franchise near my home in madison wisconsin 

op ed 
online shopping I prefer etsy.com and amazon ebay 
etsy.com material art and supplies as well as antiques amazon new items and used books 
ebay a garage sale of sorts with items sold directly from owners 
I purchased brass disks used books a rosary ring recently 

some wealthy people built spaceships and flew to sixty miles above the earth and returned 
safely 

something about art 

the university library and community borrowing cards re taxpayers nonstudent nonfaculty 
[research library] 

the public municipal library and the friends of the public municipal library reopened a 
retail store in the downtown central location after closure since march twenty four two 
thousand and twenty 

I wrote a book titled _untitled_ 

an u s senatorial election approaching 

about avocation 

sunrise at five forty seven this morning 
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were I to have upset the areligious for having a religious opinion 

the opinion 

philosophy is inclusive of theology 

thus god within philosophy were a logical argument 

and the opinion 

religious formation is developmental inclusive of experiential inclusive of interpreted 

and the opinion 

good faith is not good will though ideas and important nor good acts though foundations 
of teleologically speaking 

and upon geometry's relation to religion 

and upon mathematic's relation to religion 

geometry and mathematics are socially conceived fields of study inwhich objectual 
relationships are identified as answers  |  geometry mathematics are without value 
themselves though an objectual relationship has value because of the objects 

and the opinion 

there exists a social value in a person who may not realize they are representing social 
value in their speaking and in their writing [eg] 

and the opinion 

religion is representative 

were I to have upset the areligious for having a religious opinion 

ask me a question 
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butter mutilator 

four years of age 

held a butter knife in his hand 

mutilated the butter stick 

cut after cut again and again and laughing hysterically 

I 

nine years of age 

watched 

laughing hysterically 

I 

got 

in trouble for 

laughing hysterically 
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hammering things into other things 

in the morning I will attach the sander bit to my dremel and remove the gold ink 
highlight on my black squid ink dyed frame and use the dremel to remove excess wood to 
repair rotted wood on my patio screen frame and apply white paint to the patio frame 

nail into drywall to hang a picture 

a two by four into a two by four 

roofing shingle into a roof through tarpaper into a roof 

with an hammer 

 the hammer [1] 
 the carpenter the wood frame 
 standing atop a first floor 
 next 
 the two by four 
 four hammer pounds and the three inch nail goes in 

 the hammer [2] 
 claw hammer thrift store sturgeon bay wisconsin a leather coiled handle as that of 
 my antique ka bar knife used by the u s marines 
 an art hammer for framed art into walls 

 the hammer [3] 
 a square head on one end a round head on one end 
 [not a ball peen hammer] 
 an art hammer for framed art into wall corners 
 aesthetic 
 and rusted though steel wool reveals a green old surface 

carpet wooden strips into cement foundation or wood floorboards with up-pointed nails for 
receiving a carpet 

a long nail into a tree for a birdfeeder 
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aluminum siding masonic temple 

and large windows 

local number 
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span 

the stone bridge 
fitted for a ravine 
there were water 
beneath 
and a trickle and more for 
rain 

a peoples footed 
from city to city 
recognizing again time 
the changing waters 
foliage 
at night 
a sound of frogs 

the horses the carriages 
the history 
exactly one hundred and eleven years constructed 
and without name 

granite stone 

atween two dirt roads 
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wall of books 

the lounge 
are there board games tony 
no 

her name was æleex 
sitting across the laminated table from me 
hello 
behind her the wall of books 
I recall 

and a birthday cake for john dewey born the day the origin of species was published 
there were twelve of us 
and the old wooden professor's door 
with a square cut out for frosted glass and a name 
to the room 

wall of books 
half filling shelves 
books angled and on their sides 

not unlike 
the neighborhood little free libraries 
take a book 
leave a book 

chairs at the laminated table a couch at the wall facing the wall of books 

the old stained door 
entry 
large single pane glass 
the door closes with a solid click of the door mechanism 
no squeaking 
the brass knob 
the jamb 

and quiet 
and sleep 

wall of books 
itself entire 
curious 
stained shelves 
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an explanation of how vehicles travel without roads 

an explanation of how people hike without shoes 

an explanation of urgency in the midst of urgency 

an explanation of teaching 

an explanation of an artificial body of water 

an explanation of why a fly is dirty and an explanation of what to do with a fly 

an explanation of what exists within a vacuum tube 

an explanation of how fish are caught without poles lines and hooks 
and without nets 

an explanation of colors 

an explanation of tropism 

an explanation of reference 

an explanation of reverence 

an explanation of axiology 

an explanation of interest 

an explanation of mortality 

[vehicles do not travel without roads] 

[an artificial body of water would not exist without human cause] 

[flies are dirty because they eat and breed upon waste] [flies may be difficult to kill] 

[within a vacuum tube [ ]] 

[without poles and nets fish are caught by hand] 

[colors are demonstrable or otherwise irrelevant] 

[my favorite tropism is gravity followed by photo] 

[mortality is learned] 

[mortality may or may not be cause for a thought of legacy] 
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1] 

the same table as a week ago 

the same coffeehouse 

the same weather 

to ask of 

where shall I be in one week 

2] 

chicken wings are reason for spending money at a local family grocery store 

rather than 

the franchised supermarket nearby 

and produce a reason 

and the baggers at the cash register walk my groceries to my vehicle 

they insist 

3] 

the main drag 

disregard the sign main street usa 

the main drag 

the arbys the mcdonalds the farm and fleet the festival foods the culvers the kwik trip 
the epic worldwide medical records the subway the pizza ranch the diner the taco bell the 
medical clinic the saint vincent de paul thrift store the holiday inn express the true 
value hardware store the kwik trip 

an old home town 

once its own farming community 

now a suburb 

the main drag 

starts at hwy 151 on the northeast continues three miles and ends at hwy 151 on the 
southwest 

officially main street 
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the fermentation of a child 

begin 
at compulsory education 

let 
to taxation 

finish 
upon senior completion 
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old brass 

tarnish 
the candleholder meant 
for dinner and 

wine 
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_list of complaints_ 

1 
strike anywhere matches do not strike on fingernails or boot heels as they used to 
2 
I do not own a sugar cube porcelain pot with top 
3 
a faber castell black ink pen will not write on my hand my waterman will 
4 
my health insurance provider sent me a box inwhich an uv ultraviolet light for the 
detection of germs perhaps though what to do with the uv ultraviolet light 
5 
my atomic clock includes an heat index measure I would rather decide when it is hot on my 
own considering the temperature and barometer rather than consider a subjective heat 
index measure 
6 
I cannot paint though in an humorous fashion I appreciate painters 
7 
cassettes for magnetic cassette players and recorders as well as microcassette recorders 
are difficult to find 
8 
baseball caps and golf visors are sold with a manufactured bent brim I recall my little 
league caps arriving with a flat brim and I would have to bend the brim myself to my 
desired appearance and sun blockage were a manufacturers to design hats I would 
appreciate quality materials and a fitted hat I wear size eight which is difficult to 
find which is another complaint though there are only so many size eight cap purchasers 
interested in a straight brim though I am personally aware of cap interestees with 
potential interest in size nine 
9 
my patio flowers have not blossomed as of august 
10 
coleman fuel does not designate what type of fossil fuel it is on its container 

_list of thanks_ 

1 
shelter 
2 
recognizing spark flint and steel 
3 
sleep 
4 
having traveled 
5 
my faculties 
6 
my tissue 
7 
for zero not being a number 
8 
my pottery candleholder for its cost at fifty dollars [leaving a tip] and having 
forgotten its cost as unimportant and for its aesthetic qualities and that I will be 
lighting candles to be placed within it which will be with a glass candlefollower I 
purchased from a religious supply store 
9 
for growing up comfortably 
10 
for trust in politicians though I know more than most 
11 
having appreciated the ocean 

oceans are bigger than mountains 
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seven republican wisconsin supreme court justices 

a democrat governor 

a democrat assembly 

a democrat senate 

add eight supreme court seats and consider a logistics of 

fifteen large leather chairs and one hardwood ornate shared though designated separate 
justice desk sixty feet long in a marble wall and classical painting room and gallery a 
width of fifty feet 

a majority 

an environment in which justice is considered 

verbal 

conceptual 

referential 

causal 

authoritative 

one of three branches of government 

precedential 

consequential 

an environment in which justice is considered 

fifty four leather seats observe 

silence 

the seven highback leather justice chairs now vacant for the session 

a name in front of each chair 
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marble walls stained glass skylight oil painting twenty feet by fifteen feet oil painting 
twenty feet by fifteen feet oil painting twenty feet by fifteen feet eight giant electric 
candelabras nested at fifteen feet above a sound masking drab brown new carpet 
a singlemindedness of policy 

were a senate chamber's reception to one convincing letter 

a senator has ten policies to consider 

nor a conclusive vote conclusive 

say measurement were one year's time for appreciation 

reappropriation 

the policy think tank 

gathered 

thinking 

and recommending 

having had life experiences 

a senator sits in a chamber deciding 

a senator sits in a chamber introducing 

a senator researches 

geopolitics 

and that which is socioculturally affective 

per motivation nor reelection 

and were consensus and handshaking and baby kissing a methodical platform 

nor representative politics a cult of personality [though] 
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as representative art were a cult of personality 

mosaic 

there are twenty six colors in the alphabet 
every color has a shaded variety 
the lesser 

were a tree any type of tree to block the sun 
call a red 
maroon 

were a tree any type of tree to block the sun 
call a maroon 
near black 

were a tree any type of tree to block the sun 
call a near black 
black eventual 

and a color is no reference 
without attachment 

the burning coal 

there are things [things] 
many [things] 
one [thing] and another [thing] 

and immaterial has no color though a password 
were a word 
intended 

like 

love 

and the rest 

I have a dictionary red on top and alphabetical as expected 
as published one thousand eight hundred and fifty four pages 

book binded faded pages black ink each 

and six dictionaries shall I list and say 

mosaic 

on my shelf a conceptual mosaic of binded books within each a separated words 

the basilica 

the golden tile domed ceiling the craftsman a trinity mosaic among 
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meaning 

a singled charactered parts togethered represent 
active monologic 

a microphone or no 
a writing instrument or no 

spoken word 

a podium a lectern a standing in front of ten individuals speaking 

nor a question 

this is a lecture 

for the next fifty minutes and I have not rehearsed 

a thought understood is not a thought expressed 

I have a framed inspiration on my desk which I rarely look at 
the seven laws of writing 
rule number one of seven: to think is not to write 

a prefix to dialogic a russian essayist interpreted a russian novelist as dialogic 
perhaps as a writer of simultaneous and interactive perspectives 

monologic 

the thought the psychology poem 
were of another poem 
to be written 

monologic 

the thought the stay at home wife 
were of another poem 
do we need bread at the grocery store 

monologic 
the thought the senator 
were of another poem 
boredom and majority rule 

monologic 
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category rain is before twilight first light and from a leaves to a lower leaves only 
category crickets sound constance afore twilight first light yet night a sounded rain on 
leaves only category smell 

category word 
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xyphoid process 

strange body parts 

that is all 

though 

I have a double jointed thumb 

would you like to see it [conversational to a friend in an appropriate environment] 

size extra extra large gloves size extra extra large mittens 

a somewhat farmer's tan say bicyclist's tan 

cornea 

iris 

pupil 

an eye 

retinal fluid 

retina 

optic nerve 

the reversal of sight a brain re reverses 

eyelid 

fine underarm hair intentionally unshaven by a woman fine leg hair intentionally unshaven 
by a woman 

fair skin 

comes winter receded tan and wool ear coverings 

xyphoid process bone or cartilage 

pointed toward my belly button a lowest point atween my rib sides I can feel through my 
skin 
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material environment 

it was a dark and stormy night 
the crickets I admired last evening are silent 
the fireflies I admired last evening are gone 

a barely audible bicycle pedaling past the stop light 
a street light 
a distance 

twilight will arrive 

like astronomy and 
with a gone atmospheric thought 

there is cause for a fifty two degree sunrise 
my patio door is closed an interior seventy ambiance 
an interior decor and fulfillments including 
local vegetables in my fridgerator 
regional art 

as I have mentioned 
things grow here 
oxygen is a matter of life 
and the atmosphere 
and six feet of top soil 

municipally speaking a city council though a county fair is what I meant to say 
with a ferris wheel 
with a creme puff stand 
with a parking lot with day glow vest wearing attendants accepting ten dollar bills 

statewide a capitol 
nationwide a capitol 

my neighborhood is comprised of buildings 

a convenience store one standard mile away with slushees which is a franchise owned by a 
distant entity 
there are cracks in the sidewalk which may or may not inhibit skateboarding 
on the way 

electricity 
satellite 
wifi internet 
may or may not be material 

plumbing 
is material 
buried aneath an introduced grass and aneath introduced roads aneath manhole covers 
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many bajas 

nineteen eighty through nineteen eighty eight 

spent volkswagen bugs 

a back engine covering hatch removed 

an air cooled engine kept 

an exhaust pointed up 

no fender a cage around the engine 

a rear tires wide and tall 

a front tires narrow and small for steering 

off road 

regular gasoline 
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membrane 

soapy water 
air 

lofted 
nor wind 

and gentled to 
a sidewalk 

[colorfully chalked] 

] pop [ 
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dominicans use pen and paper 
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assuming the big hand is the minute hand 

I will be home in one hour 

to hear the yoga clock 

chime 

from my bookshelf 

twelve times 

next to my first edition _the monkey wrench gang_ 

next to my desk knife 
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I do not look at myself in third person omniscient 

nor do I look at others in third person omniscient 

 first person free syllable haiku 

 I swam 
 from the base of the jumping cliff water 
 to the boat 

 third person omniscient free syllable haiku 

 the county fairgoer at the equestrian exhibit 
 a sugar cube for the appaloosa 
 I recall an arabian 
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objects 

mathematics is without object 
though relations 
statistics is within mathematics and with object 
baseline is a statistical consideration 
baseline may be defined differently across departments 
as a potential consideration of the same object 
statistics is a relational consideration and 
having mentioned a requirement of objects for value 
mention applied mathematics 
mathematics is a quantitative relational value though 
immaterial value 
an interpretation of relations given 
that which is other than applied mathematics is 
curious 
object as an assignment ascription of value such as 

the white clouds cumulonimbus 
the lapping shoreline partially frozen 
the smooth cut of the chainsaw cut tree smelled good and with rings 
every star is white and round except the yellow sun 
the earthworm on the hook the slimy fish thrown back 
the red wing blackbird rested on the cattail 
the green walnuts started falling in late september turn black and a skin removed to eat 
the glass clock kept standard time and with brass pendulum 
the airplane and with no engine sound drifted to the left toward dallas floated 
the sandy beach and the buried child 
one hundred firecrackers all at once and paper left behind 
magnets are neat 
my calendar magnet supports twenty five pounds of weight 
my cow stomach magnet which is introduced into a bovine's one of four stomachs which I 
 purchased at the national dairy convention in two thousand would support half the 
 weight of my aforementioned magnet though it is circular and rolls down the side 
 of my fridgerator though it holds my papa murphy's coupons reliably 
I painted a painting frame with intense black ink and gold ink I painted the painting 
 titanium white oil paint portland gray oil paint texture 
the apparently deer roadkill was being eaten by the bald eagle with outstretched six foot  
 wingspan its back to passing motorists 
the pictorial dictionary was black and white copyright two thousand nine and with four 
 hundred and thirty two pages 

an object is not quantified though relationally though 
qualified 

first considered an object is a material object 
secondly considered an object is a grammar object including single word single letter 
thirdly considered an object is a concept 
[conversational] including [dialogical] written 
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an eye for an eye 

were a woman and a man 

then came jesus the civil rights activist 

of the native cultures nor having known westernism nor easternism 
were heroes their own 
I would imagine 

an eye for an eye is 

tempting 

is offensive and wanting to be more offensive, -believing an offense 

the woman and the man thought is 

procreative in nature 

the civil rights thought is 

having considered from oneself what is important is 

selfless 

an eye for an eye is 

painful 

I would imagine though were an original eye taking intentional 

a civil rights action is 

action 
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why would I be a conscientious objector? 

[context] 

philosophy of engagement 

[context] 

inwhich poor policy 

were there a mess 

inwhich poor policy 

were there no mess 

a general philosophy of selective service a general philosophy of draft 

[context] 

tribal and neighborly discontent 

a bonfire 

perhaps 

a pocketknife 

bratwurst [s] 

[context] 

sic 'em 

git 'em 

go 

the thing about burritos [conversational] 

... arrangements have been made, -you leave tuesday 
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my neighborhood 

there were no residential developments within one mile of my condominium twenty years ago 

cornfields 

open grass 

now filled in condominiums single family homes health clinic park three grocery stores 

barbecuing 

walks 

bicycle lanes 

medians 

street lights 

sidewalks 

not every neighborhood is my neighborhood 

a lake near theirs 

a zoo near theirs 

a community center near theirs 

a school near theirs 

a fish fry restaurant near theirs 

an hardware store near theirs 

a coffeehouse near theirs 

a national forest near theirs 

a lettuce farm near theirs 

an interstate highway scaffolded above theirs 

a museum near theirs 

an outdoor drive in film theatre near theirs 
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voice audio recording 

magnetic cassette simultaneous 

digital recording 

a poem 
as an instant 

I recall 

and the cassette 

and the upload from a digital recording device 

a poem 
as a record 
and it were its parts for thought 
a single title 

 voice 
 sound 
 natural 
 tonal 
 spoken 
 intentional 
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carving one's initials 

an invitation at a local pizza establishment with 
old rough planks on the wall with 
patrons initials covering the walls 
carved 
into the rough wood 
I used my pocket knife while waiting for a pineapple canadian bacon pizza 
[gjm] 

aspen stand near an ascending mountain road 
a driversby stop and carve their initials 
in twenty years the area in which the initials are carved into the aspens become 
largely blurred and black and illegible and 
unsightly to future motorists 

carving into one's skin with a knife 
that a scar become permanent in an aesthetic intention 

vandalism 
were a disregard of other's others' property 

I had a vehicle window broken 
my vehicle insurance deductible was more than the cost of the window and I paid the  
 amount from my checking account 

I had a muddy substance thrown on my exterior screen window and had to clean the screen 
and window 

a lawn maintenance worker used a gasoline powered hedge trimmer to trim a full bush to a 
scraggled branches and several of the bush branches were trimmed to the ground 

conceptual vandalism 

censorship 

misrepresentation 

claiming an idea which is not their own 

profiting from a material arts without an artist's permission 

a corruption of that which I had reliably assumed nature to exist as eg billboards eg 
beach visiting hours eg oilspill eg a species below a dam on a river are a different 
species than above a dam eg clearcutting eg less snowfall across decades eg fencing 
plains rather than open ranges ie how the west was won eg electric vehicles [electricity] 
may or may not as well rely upon fossil fuels from an electric generating source as do 
gasoline and diesel vehicles 
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museum sounds 

footsteps 
elevator 

[silence is not a sound] 
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senatorial campaign   �   political platform 

five advocacies 

1] 
voter registration 

2] 
age appropriate philosophy curriculum in k-12 education 

3] 
safe drinking water 

4] 
disaster relief preparedness and response as well as international disaster relief 
response assistance offering to disaster struck nations 

5] 
arts advocacy though not publicly funded arts 

action policy 

action research: 
differently applied different perspectives 
eg talented and gifted students eg social research 

that a gathering of data itself drive a social advocacy social interest 

a question for an action researcher 

1 is there a question is there an open interest [and when an interest is no longer  
 an interest] 

2 who begins a question 

3 were a question a question of interest and curiosity or a preconsidered thought of  
 change 

4 who is the audience of the study were there an audience external to the researcher  
 (the object of study themself) (a third person audience) (a grantor) 

5 how is an audience of a study determined and when eg before or after the study 

6 are there a preconsidered ends to data collection 

7 how will data be collected archived utilized 

8 what data will be collected 

9 how is a completed research study concluded with regards to audience and archival  
 report and when is a consideration of a conclusion to an action research 
 determined 

10 will a researcher reflect on research for future research 

 is there a timeline associated with a research [perhaps not] 
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herit 

from afar 
you say to an other 
all others 
herit 

there are those who choose to keep 
there are those 

natural rhythms 

orbit 
a perspective as my own the four seasons 
earth orbit earth spin 
lunar orbit 
twenty eight days 
menstrual cycle 
botanical lifespan becomes the next by seeds and pollination 

sunrise 
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camping 

1 
a tent located in a lawn 
orange 
tentstakes a wooden mallet 
tentfly 
though unnecessary 

yard 

flashlight 
sleeping bag 

the outdoor sounds crickets bullfrog 

boys 

and boredom [in by ten pm for popcorn] 

2 
two by fours hammered into a square of trees at five feet above ground 
plywood on top 
covered in plastic 
a ladder to the roof 
fort 
a chair on the roof 
carpet fragments on the interior soil and rock and pine needle floor 

sleeping bags 
flashlight 
chewing tobacco 

boys 

a giant noisemaking insect a frightening [in by ten for popcorn] 

3 
cement patio sleeping bag 
lantern and campstove stovetop espresso morning 
candle 

4 
beach camping upon a long drive's end 
a blanket 
darkness 
sunrise 
continue 
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Resolution 

Were death's resolve 
speculation is a thought 
operative in a regard to life 
say heaven 
say an other's resolve say heaven 
[speculation] 

I have attended a funeral 
I have attended an open casket funeral 
[speculation] 

The limits of a body 
a question of age perhaps 
as an ambition otherwise 
accomplished 

Though young to see death of a person 
mortality is a thought 
[then] 
and young and 
ambitioned 
still 

And were it resolved a death 
a notice of death 
to satisfy a consideration of youthful immortality 
a question is a question like existence and 
that which escapes existence 

Resolution is 
an agreeable word 

Resolution is 
a word of finality 

And 

Resolved is 
a word having concluded 

Were death resolved 
a resolution may indicate the inevitable [indeed] 

Death is not resolved 
a resolution may indicate the inevitable [indeed] 
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rhyming poem for animals 

the ground squirrel at the birdfeeder 
unaware a cardinal pair 
the ground squirrel had climbed the tree for easy seeds 
my spectacle received 

the deer on occasion afore daybreak 
the same ground the same yard 
were a neighbor's birdfeeder for attraction and their ground scattered seeds 
stay and go crunch upon snow and twigs away away slowly 

a spider 
a littler prey 
and silent 
webspun the gnat an interior sucked 
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mushroom 

daybreak the dew 
a rounded yard mushroom white tops clustered where 
the lawnmower 
will be their stop until tomorrow 

a varieties of fungus 
the lichen 
the shelf mushroom attached to the side of a walnut tree 
the spotted 
the purple 
the pointy 
the salad mushroom 
the edible hallucinogenic mushroom 

 the anthropism of the mushroom 

 upon the nocturns of sleeplessness 
 the superhero 
 silk cape and leotards from walmart because they were reasonably priced 
 saved the umbrella from the gutter and went to breakfast at denny's 

 a religion were it caused from the ground 
 kept into a below ground social chamber 
 an hours are not kept 
 nor record but memory 

 a salad a tomatoes an onion a sunflower seeds a mushrooms 
 dinner conversation 
 cabernet 
 a candle 

 bread mold cheese mold 
 tear it off 
 cut it off 
 perhaps not the bread mold though the cheese mold 

the reproduction of a yard mushroom 

a spore 
from the last all of the spores airborne 
the puffball too upon a ground 
poof 
the yard mushroom dries when the sun 
a spores as gravity release 
find purchase near to last night's 
grow 
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unmoved mover 

philosophy 
a sentiment of God 
nor mentioned in class 

creation 

having been created 

say stillness is unknowable 
I posturely rest on a medicine ball meditate in a position 
say stillness is unknowable 
I sleep nor meditate as sleep 
say stillness is unknowable 
mention mortality 
I can imagine no wholer stillness 

a considered mover 
a material consideration 
nor how and a reliance upon a natural laws of material and an interaction of material[s] 
an expectations of season 
an expectation of harvest 

were secondary a moral thought to material consideration 
a larger harvest as value 
an healthy children as value 
a natural phenomena including catastrophe as consideration of value 

and were there cause for deviance 
a moral value considered negatively 

and were there undue cause for death and without consideration of deviance 
a moral consideration 

is said God 
of the irrational 
philosophy 
is said unmoved mover 
of the irrational if only one movement 

and locating the unmoved mover because of a curiosity 

perhaps outer space 

perhaps the magma core of planet earth 

perhaps the entirety of the material universe[s] and everything in between including 
thought is where and as the unmoved mover resides 
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Mississippi River tiny rapids sunrise facing east 

squint 

a shimmers a boiling appearance and glassy surface 

were a peaking texture as lighted as the sun at a surfaced crest 

each the resemblance of each 

southward 

a slow river nor muddied yet I see 

a tiny rapids and stillwater at bank's edge 

a buoys are no inhibition to water a buoys are introduced as are barges introduced 

a dams 

a retaining walls 

a river marinas a river harbors 

and the log raft of samuel clemens introduced 

a rapids have no cognitive faculties of course though the clams the catfish 

as well no curiosity of mine 

the surface 

a tiny rapids otherwise quiet 

whether an absence of wind could be called cause I will say the opposite [that] 

a tiny rapids because [ ] were I curious though a grammatical consideration were or were 
not an explanation nor a consideration of natural aesthetics 

there is no cause to that which exists without cause such as tiny rapids 

I hear a Mississippi river subtle lap upon the shore 

I hear shore crickets 

I hear one turned tiny rapid fall unto another in the same position over and again sunlit 
at a crest falling and returning in the same position 

a tiny shore lap sounding 

nor a motorless drifting pontoon boat as introduced toward the gulf of mexico but silent 

I admire 
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the person that apologizes for their own pain 

what can be said to 

the person that apologizes for their own pain 

1. say physical accident 
2. say age and a body's decay as cause for pain 

[conversational] [at lunch and a salad and an iced tea] 

a thoughts 

1. were a pain healing 
2. were a pain an experience to a geriatric decline 

1. [did it hurt?] 
2. [I am sorry for your persistent stomach pain.] 

1. [how is your salad?] 
2. [how is your salad?] 
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tenured kindergarten teachers 

k-12 compulsory education [approximately aged five through eighteen] 

pre k prekindergarten not teachers though a redistribution of parental responsibility 
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do pediatricians know voodoo 

I have not met a pediatrician who knows voodoo. 

I have not seen a pediatrician perform voodoo. 

I have not met a pediatrician who has told me they know voodoo. 
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a good poet has as much restraint as they choose to have 

the poet may have mentioned [profanity] 

the poet may have celebrated death 
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no poet is a poet until they mention death 

an open casket the lobby of a church 

an hinged cart bearing the casket and flowers on the left and on the right 

a brief visit a brief look 

a thought and 

a soft nor insistent eye contact with the deceased near to kin 
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a desperate echo 

twice said 

no person to hear 
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were a city nature and with bounds [part one] 

and were there no exterior 

nor an ecosystem dome necessarily and 

a visible sky 

like the time I went camping near the river and thought of 

a city 

that which does not leave its bounds may know [were a city itself knowing] 

the difference of 

importance 

 the likes of sustainability necessarily 

 what is beauty and 

 how babies are created 

it is not necessary to know how food is canned 

a curiosity 

an origins of food 

I have taste 

pineapples and salmon and spices and dairy 

a buildings a rooftop gardens a third floor public schools with ground level grocery 

a token a bus ride 

were no question of looking out a window or reading a book [while] 
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were a city nature and with bounds [part two] 

whether a citizens realize an exterior 

whether a citizens exist within a municipality by choice 

whether a citizens consider themselves religious for their bound city 

whether a citizens consider sustainability 

whether a citizens within the bounds of a city consider themselves a plural citizenry 

whether a citizens consider exterior cities 

whether a citizens of a city nature and with bounds municipal boundaries consider a 
nature exterior to their municipally bounded nature 

whether a citizens consider an amenities reliably available 

a reason 

were a city nature and with bounds 

a populated defined land area 

a question of sustainability 

I do not consider 

sustainability 

because I am fortunate in that I do not consider sustainability [I recycle] 

I do not consider 

the planet a city 

I consider nature from [a perspective] as I would assume all do 

I was young and lived near a tree lined creek 
I recall a snowfall which reached my knees when I was five years of age 
I lived in a rural environment lakeside with wild birds and fish and snowfall through age 
ten 
I consider my hometown as that near a mountain and within a forest 

my perspective of nature is that which is other than human and human related 
Ralph Waldo Emerson mentions in a poem titled _circles_ that nature returns upon its 
completion | RWE refers to a rise and fall of a city | and its rise again 
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unmoved mover as soul [question] 

were a question of unmoved mover as internal to a person's body 

whether there were a single unmoved mover or a soul considered unmoved mover within every 
person 

a philosophical concept may be religiously considered 

an unmoved mover may be more gelatinous and omnipresent and pantheistic as well as 
immaterially considered 

a soul is unchangeable within every person including 
after death 

including before birth 

whether a soul moves a person's body from within may be a question of purpose of the soul 
whether a soul moves that which is exterior to a person's body as an unmovable force may 
be a question of whether more than one person exists 
as well a soul within a body moving is moving with the body it is within nor can longer 
be considered unmovable as it is moving if only by its own force 

an unmoved mover 

creates an universe 

creates a galaxies 

creates a solar system 

physically speaking 

and life inclusive of experience 

I believe an unmoved mover creates a soul and the rest 

is a theological question 

 unmoved 
 shall I say a sunrise 
 shall I say God 
 shall I say other than plate tectonics though the earth and the earth spins though 
 shall I say an adaptation to time 
 shall I say a stars 
 shall I say that which one believes 
 shall I say heat 
 shall I say literature 
 shall I say a stone upon the floor of the deepest place of the deepest ocean 
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verve 

the young surgeon resident is ambitious like a thought of the retiring celebrated mentor 
biopsychological neurological surgeon he had as a professor 

walks with a pace on the third floor corridor though a thought of walking with a pace is 
unrelated to a consideration of verve as the young surgeon resident is ambitious like a 
thought of the retiring celebrated mentor biopsychological neurological surgeon he had as 
a professor 

by the way 
eye contact gets old with neurologists 

ambition is 
concentration 

the alarm clock unnecessarily untouched 

a personal nonconsideration a social nonconsideration were one ambitious and unitive and 
directional and leader oriented and well spoken and 

as well to dial a telephone to call a young woman for a date 

having written a poem and read the poem aloud 
having written another poem and read the poem aloud 
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acronym-ists 

1955 West Point chapel 
Korean War 

F U B A R  fucked up beyond all recognition 
S N A F U  situation normal all fucked up 
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stillness as a verb 

a final sip of tea 
the ice near gone 

a soft breeze 

lawn chair the old kind 
aluminum and with synthetic material straps 
leaves indentations on a lower legs 

stillness may be variously considered 

meditation 
nor I consider a relaxation forgotten moment 
stillness 
as that among recognized movement 
[a soft breeze] 

stillness as a verb 

is unachievable 

death to think of stillness in a social sense 

though I recognize stillness 
in that which is quiet 
observable 

quiet within 
I say determinable 
a quiet environment inwhich 
I say determinable 
a comfortable position 
I say determinable 
and a breathing and a building ventilation and a lights as distraction 

quiet within 
I say determinable were one to forget themself 

stillness as an ends to stillness as a verb 

preparation 

more still 

more still having started at still 
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the bottom falls out 

carrying water 
the rusted bucket 
with a hole started broke open 

a ground saturated enough 
for puddles 

the bucket set upon 

left forgotten 
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irreverence 

which irreverence shall I mention 

blasphemy 

references reverence 

the moral philosopher and a negative intentions 

not the negative intentions which harm rather 

a negative intentions intended to illustrate a thought in a contradictory manner 

may or may not be irreverent 

a dressing in a costume of a pregnant nun at halloween 

an intentional distraction in church 

a written and photographic celebration of carnage 

an antisemitic verbal presentation 

the canon of reverence inwhich irreverence 

acknowledged 

whether a canon introduced by others 

whether a canon studied 

whether a canon introduced by oneself 

the canon of reverence inwhich irreverence 

acknowledged 

perhaps after irreverence itself acknowledged 
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[he] 
contained the universe 
one millimeter outside of the solar system 
[dear God] 

whether two dimensions or three dimensions 
a plane other than a three dimensions to a spherical planets though 
pluto is kiltered off and unplanary 

a sensitive subject perhaps 

a thing about an exterior surround were 
its paranoiic fantasy 

and what can be said of free will though I enjoyed dinner last night 
will you share your recipe 

[he] 
contained the universe 
one millimeter outside of the solar system 
[dear God] 

that which is within is contained 

speaking physically 

a quantifications of containment: 
a material and dimensions of containment 
a that which is being contained 

a qualifications of containment: 
a reason 

and were there a question of whether 
that which is within contains that which is without 

[he] 
contained the universe 
one millimeter outside of the solar system 
[dear God] 

not because of manifest destiny 

and no God has lived or will live 

and [he] is a pronoun separate from God 

though a question perhaps is there an atmosphere to the solar system not found exterior 
to the solar system 
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using numbers 

counting 
looking at them as shapes 
spelling them 
mathematics 
applied mathematics including geometry were there a physical object 
numbering a pages of poetry 
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a rocking airplane 

cleared for takeoff 
flight attendants please take your seats 
acceleration 
lift 
rise 
flattening to level 
cruise 

and a drift 
bank left 
cruise 
turbulence 
and a drift 
bank left 
cruise 

a rocking airplane 
vibrating 
until it is done 

cruise 
and a drift 
bank left 

[westerly wind] 

traveling southerly 
approach 
holding pattern 
circling 
cleared for landing 

nose down 
descent 
nose up 
ground 

thank you for flying air air 
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the wild and the fenced 

there is a street atween 

the wild and the fenced 

there is a forest rarely entered by humanity 

a place in which animals die 

a place in which botanical species grow and age and die and compost 

for bugs 

a place in which animals eat each other 

the owl the fox the hawk 

the place is a native walnut tree forest 

there is a street atween the native walnut tree forest and that which is fenced 

south south high point is the name of the street 

west of which lies the fenced 

first a fenced farm sold to a developer  once a grassland and 

second the developer plots lots sold and 

third a municipal street lines about a plotted lots nor to mention 

the preexisting adolescent psychiatric unit 

privately owned privately fenced and 

an engineered aqueduct in a particular line about gravity because 

water flows downhill whether one is 

wild or fenced 

the demarcation line of south south high point may or may not be 

a geographic reference officially though 

I qualify a difference atween a native forest and a designed neighborhood 
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conduit 

one to an other and 

return 

speculation upon an afterdeath 

and what becomes of us 

among the living 

a landline telephone with 

copper wire 

one to an other and 

return 

and as voice were landlined so too without landline 

assuming air to bounce vibrations 

and listen 

the new word 

[autonomia] 

the sidewalk to the grocery store has a neighbor pass another with an hello and 

the telephone wires overhead and 

the conduit is a street 

 the conversation about the clouds 

 the higher up ones 

 seated at an outdoor café table with a bud vase with a rose 

 the higher up whisped ones 
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planet news 

in regards to the news anchor who was never a journalist 

wears a better suit 

the tokyo olympics ended without spectation excepting television 

no locusts to report 

too much ethanol in gasoline may be bad for small engines 

coronavirus mask wearers 

local news 

near full walnut harvest season at a local walnut tree forest in southern wisconsin 

nearby fields of wildflowers are drying for lack of rain 

I was low on gas yesterday and then filled my tank 

a local bookstore moved across town 

hawk sighting 

wisconsin state records contracted to be kept in the state of missouri 

op ed 

I am seeking a recommendation for a good new book 

a film as well 

a book I would recommend is michael cunningham's _specimen days_ © 2005 titled for walt 
whitman's essay _specimen days_ © 1882 

I enjoy visual films with a soundtrack I also enjoy light hearted comedies; the film 
_samsara_ is a cultural and cinematographic experience I have enjoyed watching two times 

recipe 

grits with blue corn 
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the art store 

two years of supplies 

the walk in closet the size of a room 

canvas and paper of many varieties and black velvet 

chalk and paint tubes and ink and 

ways to hang two dimensional art 

a religious dimension to 

one's art practice 

and a dictionary 

I have always had a pencil and 

a pocket knife with which to sharpen the pencil 

inspiration is no commodity and there is no store for inspiration 

the last was a squid inked frame inwhich 

a centered panel of glow in the dark powder mixed with a particular glue 

surrounded with 

free syllable haiku 

twenty free syllable haiku upon a theme of [spectre] [haunting europe] 

just in case 

I have a thing to say about 

[entropy] 

the art store 

the shelves of the art store 
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library poetry 

stacks about nor a ringing cash register 

[footsteps] 

for silence ventilation 

for silence the circulation desk staff 

and an introduction the librarian the poet 

at the podium 

for silence a shuffling of folding chairs 

for silence pause 

a question of what a poem begins as regarding 

library poetry 

the library poet 

an environment 

a call to thought 

a call to literature 

a selective audients 

a discerning audients 

a podium 

natural acoustics of masoned walls and institutionally carpeted floors 

were there social concern were there natural beauty were there love were there politics 
were there domesticity were there simplicity were there attention [were there poetry] 
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necrotics 1 

the ant and the magnifying glass held 

the sunny day 

minding its own business 

collecting mold 

the laser photo focused beam of sun brought through the magnifying glass 

held at the proper elevation in between 

the boy and the ant 

[approximately eighteen inches given a six inch diameter magnifying lens] 

sunlight focuses all of the six inch diameter lens onto a one millimeter area on the 
ground 

the object of the focus the ant 

squirms 

moves 

squirms 

smokes and quietly pops 

and the boy finds another ant to magnify 

necrotics 2 

the forest the sparrow and the bb gun held by the boy 

quiet in the forest an occasional wind passing an occasional bird chirp 

stealth 

approach 

aim [trigger] bird falls to ground 

covered with pine needles for burial 

and the boy finds another bird to shoot 
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the renunciation of the divine nature 

whether I live a dream 

the mythics within folklore the spider in my living room 

symbiotic to say a smaller exoskeletal species are removed as well a practical 
relationship with that which I consider nature though not a system such as a forest were 
not mythology for I am not asleep to dream though appreciate the spider 

the dream 

were a film were it not 

whether I live a dream inwhich flying cars nor with wings to fly 
whether I live a dream inwhich a species turns into another or a species brand new 

in the span of my own lifetime 

the renunciation of the divine nature 

incarnation were God and an assumption of an human 

one 

were christianity mythical perhaps say heroes 

I consider mythics cerberus styx medusa mount olympia oracle as greek roman I consider 
mythics koshare yei be chei raven as indigenous I consider mythics as marathon discus 
javelin footrace goat hide polo on horseback mesoamerican ball court rockclimbing 
bullfighting rodeo lion hunting as sport 

renunciation 

were there no canon a canon invented 

were nature before 

mythics 
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an interpretation of literary process 

symbolic forms 
alphabet 
words logos 
comprehension 
interpretation 
sentences 
comprehension 
punctuation 
interpretation 
paragraph 
comprehension 
interpretation 
chapter 
comprehension 
interpretation 
book 
comprehension 
interpretation 
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